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White's Directory for 1877 gives the names of r,ro8 licensed houses in 
Leicestershire and Rutland; the Classified Telephone Directory for 1964 
gives 705 for about the same area. Both these numbers are smaller than the 
actual figures but the proportion is probably about right. We drink less 
alcohol than our grandfathers. There are, of course, modifying circum
stances. The old blocks of terraced houses had a small tavern in each street 
which might accommodate about twenty-five drinkers at a time. The 
Council-housing estates each have a big detached house, often misleadingly 
called a "hotel", with bar, smoke-room, lounge and, perhaps, "accom
modation for children " (which usually means a yard with benches in it 
for parents) where, taking the house as a whole, a hundred or more patrons 
may be seated at any one time. Again, in former times, horse-traffic 
necessitated inns where vehicles could be put, or horses stabled, where 
carriers' carts could be caught to the nearest town or back to a village, or 
where refreshments could be obtained at frequent intervals on the journey. 
Mountsorrel's legendary "twenty-two pubs" are thus easily explained in a 
large village on the main route to the north. Nevertheless, the fact still 
remains that our ancestors spent more time inside inns than we do. A 
woman's place was in the home, but a man's relaxation was with his friends 
in the inns. Here he could learn the news and enjoy political discussion. 
Local clubs and societies often originated in and met in the public house. 

It is usually assumed that an inn signboard illustrated the name of the 
house by a picture so that the illiterate could interpret what a printed name 
would not have conveyed, and that the " word signboard " became general 
only with the rise of popular education. This is partially true but signs with 
words only were well established before the end of the eighteenth century. 
John Flower's Engravings of Leicester, in 1826, show a name hanging from 
a wooden bracket for the Admiral Rodney in Blue Boar Lane, a similar 
name sign for The Royal Oak in the entrance to West Bridge, and a name 
for The New Inn in Southgate Street. On the other hand, a picture sign 
that looks like a fleur-de-lys is plainly visible in the last-named engraving, 
and in the Town-Hall print there is a board representing the Garter Star 
hanging outside an inn that must be The King and Crown, while further 
away in the same print is an unmistakable Crown and Thistle, painted on 
a swinging board. None of these inns has survived in situ, but we can 
assume that in Flower's day the picture sign was already far from universal. 
It seems likely that picture boards were revived at the beginning of this 
century and that brewers often installed them when they took over the old 
" free hous·es " and smartened them up. 
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Certain signs have been popular for centuries. A branch, vaguely 
connected with Dionysius, the god of vegetation and especially the vine, 
projecting over the inn door, or a jug hanging on a stick or in cut
out silhouette, appears frequently in seventeenth-century Dutch paintings. 
Heraldic signs, like The White Boar at which the ill-fated Richard III 
stayed, and religious signs like The Angel, formerly in Cheapside, where it 
has left vestigial beams and stones embedded in subsequent shops, were well 
established before the end of the Middle Ages. Billson, in an essay in 
Leicester Memoirs (1924), mentions seven local inns of which something is 
known before 1600 and, of course, there were ten times that number in 
existence. 

When is an inn old ? The White Hart in Belgrave Gate was through
out this century contemptuously dismissed as entirely rebuilt but when it 
was demolished, in the spring of 1965, heaps of narrow hand-made bricks 
appeared, and this judgement was proved to have been too hasty. Leicester 
does not possess one of those rather numerous inns described as " The 
Oldest Licensed House in England". The Crown and Thistle in Loseby 
Lane still pays a floral rent instituted when the Lancastrian earls lived in the 
Castle. The Green Dragon at Ryhall is old, with its thirteenth-century 
groined cellar, but it was not an inn with that title as long ago as that, for 
the cult of St. George and his victim had not reached the inn-sign stage of 
popularity by then. Some timber-framed buildings like The Cock Inn at 
Sibson and The Bakers' Arms at Blaby are old and have been inns since the 
seventeenth century. It is only with the big coaching inns, built fair and 
square on the turnpike roads with big yards and lots of stabling, that we 
feel we are not being deceived. Such inns are The Black Horse at Frisby
on-the-Wreak, almost deserted when the road was moved to the top of the 
hill in 1810; The Angel at Market Harborough, "where the Prince of 
Wales used to change when he hunted there "; The Crown at Hinckley with 
its fine doorway; The Swan in the Market Place at Melton Mowbray 
whose sign happily survives in spite of all its vicissitudes ; and The Crown 
at Oakham which retained its thatched stables and yard with mounting 
block, and I hope it has them still. These and many more, served the great 
Whig families that dominated Hanoverian Leicestershire. 

There is something about inns that attracts legend and evades strict 
historical truth. Not merely has Dick Turpin stayed at too many inns that 
could not have existed in his time, but there has been a deal of deliberate 
myth-making. The Ram Jam Inn on the Great North Road has a well
executed sign showing the highwayman who deceived the landlady by telling 
her to ram one thumb and jam the other on two holes in the barrel while he 
escaped without paying his bill. The hostess in 1916 related this story, 
unblushingly, to the author's mother. The inn was originally called The 
Winchelsea Arms and has been rebuilt. A soldier returning from service in 
India bought it and there he made and sold a brand of spirit which he called 
"Ram Jam", an Indian phrase he had picked up whilst an Indian-Army 
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Officer's batman. This beverage gave the inn its name some time but not 
long before 1818, for thus it appears on a map of that date. The more 
romantic story soon developed, but the truth is more mundane. 

With the coming of the railways, traffic on the roads declined with 
dramatic suddenness. To the next generation the village inn was romantic, 
quiet, peaceful, quaint and slightly "tatty". H. G. Wells never tired of 
lovingly describing these relics of a previous age: the Patwell Inn in Mr. 
Polly is a good example. Men rode out to inns on bicycles, called for 
bread and cheese on walking tours and stayed for bed and breakfast at five 
shillings a night. They also hired boats or dog-carts or flirted cautiously 
with the landlady's pretty daughter. Inns were full of picturesque 
"characters", like those in the short stories of W. W. Jacobs. There were 
tumbledown stables with grass-grown yards and pumps and disused carts 
where hens roosted. A few of these were still to be found in Leicestershire 
and Rutland in the nineteen-forties, little inns on third-class roads where 
petrol had hardly penetrated, where the landlady brought beer in a jug from 
the cellar, and it was drunk in the kitchen while she made a pudding, and 
the baby crawled round on the floor undoing the customer's bootlaces. 

In reality these inns could not pay their way, and the landlord needed 
another job in order to make a living. A local Directory of 1877 gives 
Lutterworth: Charles Payne, The Ram, plumber, glazier and victualler ; 
Breedon-on-the-Hill: Benjamin Hart, The Holly Bush, wheelwright and 
victualler ; Sileby: Edward Parkinson, The Old Red Lion, butcher and 
victualler. There were many more like these and it is small wonder that inns 
sank into debt and brewers could easily buy them and install the landlord 
as a hired barman. 

The arrival of the motor car just before, and the service 'bus just after 
the First World War came in time to save the roadside public house. The 
brewers, combined and limited companies of ever-increasing power and 
widening influence, were to run the small inns on very different lines. The 
inefficient, the redundant and, above all, those inns inaccessible to motor 
traffic, lost their licences and disappeared. Those with a reputation for 
" olde worlde charm " received " the treatment ": oak settles, horse brasses, 
a hunting horn or two and a set of sporting prints. The change was not 
always for the worse: cramped premises, villainous little snugs and feudal 
sanitation, gave place to light and air and a central serving system so that 
one barman could keep an eye on the whole establishment at once. 

This change made very little difference to inn names and inn signs. The 
old names and signs persisted, and the new owners preserved tradition, as 
the following table for Leicestershire and Rutland indicates : 
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Number of licensed houses 
in 

Name of Inn 1877 1964 

The Bull's Head 31 23 
The Plough 30 14 
The Red Lion 28 16 
The Crown 27 16 
The Black Horse 23 I2 
The Railway 18 17 
The Rose and Crown 17 7 
The Blue Bell 17 4 
The New Inn 16 4 
The Queen's Head 15 7 
The White Horse 13 7 
The White Hart 13 7 

The small working-class taverns, built in the last century and now 
being ruthlessly demolished, remain unchronicled and will soon be utterly 
forgotten. Some of these, like The Black Lion in Humberstone Gate, are as 
old as the Beer House Act of 1834, when thousands of strictly beer-drinking 
licences were issued in the hope of weaning the workers from drinking cheap 
gin. Many sprang up in the new closely-packed blocks which housed immi
grants from the countryside dispossessed by Enclosures. Others refreshed 
the dwellers in the long rows of terraced houses that spread over north and 
east Leicester in the seventies and eighties. Some could accommodate a few 
horses and a cart, some had a long room where the piano could be played 
and songs sung, or a yard big enough for games of skittles, but many were 
little more than four-roomed houses whose front parlour had become the 
bar. 

Yet they all had names and many of them gay, brave sign-boards. The 
choice of dedications is significant and revealing. Royalty was popular : 
Prince Leopold in the Welford Road, and his ill-starred bride, Princess 
Charlotte in Oxford Street ; George IV in Wharf Street ; King William 
IV in Colton Street and also in eight villages; Queen Victoria The First in 
Church Gate ; the Albert in Humberstone Road and Prince Alfred in 
Havelock Street. 

Then come the soldier and sailor peers: Lord Nelson, who survives in 
Humberstone Gate ; Wellington, as Marquis on the London Road and 
Duke in Wellington Street; The Duke of Cumberland in Highcross Street, 
and in Redcross Street Lord Ranclifje, who raised the Royal Leicester 
Fencible Infantry in 1794 to fight the Irish Rebels ; Prince Blucher 
in Waterloo Street, whose sign had to be changed overnight to Admiral 
Beatty in 1914, though the earlier hero's name remained plainly legible, 
engraved on the glass of the smoke-room door, for thirty years afterwards. 
There were a number of Crimean campaigners including the Earl of 
Cardigan, near St. Mark's Church and Lord Raglan in New Bridge Street. 
Lord Napier, who fought in the Indian Mutiny, overlooks Fosse Park, while 



PLATE IX 

(a) The Plasterer's Arms, Melton Mowbray (b) The Swan Inn, Melton Mowbray 
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Wanlip still preserve something of their rural origin. The Union Inn at 
Blaby survived till the nineteen-thirties but to avoid confusion The Union at 
Market Harborough was obliged to change its name when the Union Work
house was built opposite, and the Six Packs, with its suggestion of foxhounds 
and hunting was chosen as a more aristocratic title. A most remarkable relic 
is The Boat Inn at Melton Mowbray where the canal basin and the wharves 
that the inn was built to serve have been filled in and the road crossing the 
railway has taken their place. The taste for nautical titles is evident in 
water-side public houses ; The Sailor's Return by the West Bridge in 
Leicester survived the Second World War. But the riverside inns were not 
entirely squalid ; in Loughborough, the Victoria, " J<amily and Com
mercial Hotel", had a neat flight of steps to the tow path, still to be seen, 
possibly intended in the early days to cater for river passengers. 

The rise of the railways produced a crop of railwaymen's public houses 
in addition to and independent of the hotels m~ant for passengers. The 
Midland Railway Station, built, with a splendid classical fa\;ade looking on 
to Campbell Street, was well-supplied: The Midland Arms, Fox Street; 
The Engine, Queen Street ; Queen Victoria, Southampton Street ; The 
Station Hotel, Campbell Street; The Midland Hotel, Upper Kent Street ; 
the Lancastrian Castle, Arthur Street, and a nameless "beerhouse" at 16 
Campbell Street. All, except the last, survived the Second World War and 
all had an almost exclusively railway clientele. To drink in The Midland 
Arms was to be a stranger in a Railwaymen's Club : all the customers were 
in uniform and talked locomotive "shop", all had just come off or were 
about to go on duty. A single ground-floor bar with a dignified exterior in 
mid-Victorian classical style was worthy of the station it was built to serve. 

The Great Northern Station, that strange white elephant which reflects 
the optimism of the early 'eighties, had its equally grandiose Great Northern 
Hotel, facing the vast red-brick station. It has long outlived its parent but 
retains a certain flavour of its times, wooden tables and three-legged stools, 
a long brass rod along the counter on which to lean, ample room for music 
or games and the shelf of silver cups won by its clubs and societies. Halfway 
up Cranbourne Street, across the main road, is The Great Northern Inn, a 
humble porters' tavern where dominoes could be played at one of those 
cast-iron tables supported by caryatids, and railwaymen could relax when 
off duty. 

Of inn names that have survived their intended function, we might note 
The Fountain which must have been built near the town conduit, The Spa 
Tavern in William Street opposite Leicester's short-lived medicinal springs, 
The Pack Horse in Belgrave Gate where a packhorse bridge once crossed the 
Willow Brook, and The Rifle Butts at the edge of Spinney Hill Park, des
cribed in a recent conversation as " a sort of club when the gentlemen used 
to come to shoot at a target on Crown Hills where the City General 'ospital 
is now". 

Great literature, as far as signboards are concerned, is not well repre
sented. The Shakespeare's Head flourishes in Southgate Street and once 
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there was a Lord Byron in a most obscure nook off Mansfield Street with a 
beautiful board representing the poet's romantic head. The mysterious 
Newton's Arms at 17 Milton Street could have been Leicester's respected 
Alderman, but Milton Street has been demolished and rebuilt, and 
septuagenarians who have spent all their lives in the neighbourhood can tell 
us nothing about it. 

The Daniel Lambert was for long the pleasant corner tavern in Albion 
Street. It had a hand-cut slate roof and was of some antiquity. The smart 
new public house on the Thurnby Lodge Estate with the same name has a 
superb sign carefully copied from the portrait and is a credit to Lambert's 
memory. The Hercules at Sutton Cheney, an interesting red-brick 
eighteenth-century inn, is an unusual dedication, which unfortunately lacks 
a painted sign. The Jolly Bacchus at Hinckley is no more, but perhaps The 
Jolly Taper at Barlestone is really Bacchus' lineal descendant. 

The numerous class of inns whose signs are the arms of the manor on 
which the village stood, need special mention. That this type of sign has 
its origin in the late Middle Ages when an inn at or near the manor house 
or castle could cater for the lord's guests, seems likely. The Bull's Head at 
Ashby-de-la-Zouch, displaying the crest of the Hastings family but not the 
arms, may be an example of this, and this sign is the most numerous in the 
county as a whole. Some of these signs owe their origin to a family butler 
who set up in the village, sure of the support of a late master's employees 
and guests. George Eliot describes just this situation at The Donithorne 
Arms in Adam Bede. A third, and the most modern type of family-arms 
sign, is made by the brewers who sometimes take the trouble to look up an 
extinct local family with interesting monuments in the local church and 
paint a sign with the correct arms : The Berkeley Arms at Wymondham is 
an example. Other inns of this group are: The Dixie Arms at Bosworth, 
The Denbigh Arms for the Fieldings at Lutterworth, The Noel Arms at 
Langham, The Packe Arms at Roton, near Prestwold Hall, The Donington 
Arms, beautifully done with supporters, a red leopard and a white bear, at 
Donington-le-Heath, and The Cradock Arms at Knighton, The Stamford 
Arms at Groby, The Carrington Arms at Ashby Folville and The Bewicke 
Arms at Hallaton. All these carry fairly accurate representations of the 
arms that give the title to the inn. The Exeter Arms at Uppingham has a 
carved stone sign, somewhat rare in the Midlands. The crests or badges, as 
distinct from the full arms, are, I think, somewhat older. The Hastings 
Bull's Head has been mentioned ; the Danvers' Demi-cockatrice has 
become The Griffin at Swithland, Loughborough, Glenfield and Leicester, 
while The Peacock for the Manners family is found, as would be expected, 
on the Duke of Rutland's estates at Redmile and Croxton Kerrial. The 
Burnaby crest is the Black Boy, and in happier times at Hungarton there 
was a sign proudly mounted over the front of the house and showing this 
rather mysterious symbol of the exiled Stuart kings, a plump negro holding 
the rose of England in his hand, while beneath was the motto, "Pro Rege ". 
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The lions must now be encountered. There are five. The Red Lion is, 
in our county as elsewhere, the most numerous ; that he derives from the 
badge of John of Gaunt who took him from his second wife, Constance of 
Castile and Leon, seems fairly reasonable. He should be on a white ground, 
not a gold one like the Lion of Scotland. The White Lion was the emblem 
of the Mowbrays and the Golden Lion is of course the Lion of England. The 
least common is the Blue Lion, crest of the Percy family, but what he is 
doing at Thrussington is not quite clear. 

Leicestershire's importance in agriculture is supported by a fair number 
of cattle signs: The Bull, a very large number of Bull's Heads, whether 
heraldic or not; and a White Bull until recently at East Norton. There are 
Black Bulls at Market Overton and Loughborough and there was a famous 
Pied Bull, the church ale-house on the south side of All Saints church. One 
of the few female animals is the Red Cow. Last, but quite numerous come 
the Durham Ox signs. He was a noble beast, a short-horn bred in 1795, 
weighing 27 cwt. whose owner toured him on show from 1801 to 1810 and 
he has left a trail of inn signs in his wake. 

Hunting to a Midlander means fox-hunting. The Fox Inn is the start
ing place of the bottle-kicking procession at Hallaton; the Fox and Hounds 
Inns far outnumber those of the Fox and Goose, which is the right propor
tion for counties like Leicestershire and Rutland. The Black Dog, notably 
at Oadby is usually a retriever, and the Dog and Gun may show any sort of 
hunting dog with the gun placed diagonally across the picture. At least two 
famous race horses are commemorated. The Lord Lyon at Belgrave has 
only recently lost its licence, and The Flying Childers at Kirby Bellars, 
originally in Melton Mowbray itself, is well known. He was the son of 
Darley Arabian and was supposed to have galloped a mile in a minute about 
1712. 

There is a wide range and much variety in our local inn names and 
sign boards through the counties of Leicestershire and Rutland are not 
specially rich in quaint or comic or bizarre signs. The inn is as old as travel 
itself, and the traveller had to have somewhere to refresh himself and some
where to sleep at night and stable his mount. Cars unlike horses can be left 
outside and unattended. Where houses were small there had to be places 
where a man could meet his fellows away from the restrictions of home. The 
inns and taverns where he did this have left their symbols for our wonder 
and delight, a pleasure to the social historian and a joy still to the man who 
seeks refreshment and rest. They are part of our heritage. 


